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Abstract (en)
Manually-operated pump for spraying liquids comprising a trigger (13), a piston (17), which is actuated by the said trigger in opposition to a reaction
spring (35) and can move axially inside a first cylindrical chamber (2) where the compression takes place of the liquid (24) sucked up from a
container (23) that can be gripped in one hand, a suction tube (18, 22), one end of which dips into the container (23) and the other end (28) of
which is connected to the said first cylindrical chamber (2), a dispensing tube (10) that communicates, on the one hand, with the said first cylindrical
chamber (2) and, on the other hand, with an atomizer member (11), first valve means (4, 15, 16, 55) located between the said dispensing tube
(10) and the said first chamber (2), second valve means (27) located between the suction tube (18) and the said first cylindrical chamber (2), and
a standard element (8, 9) for mounting the pump on to the said container (23) and supporting the said first cylindrical chamber (2) and the said
dispensing tube (10). The pump includes a second cylindrical chamber (31), an extension (30) of the said piston (17) that extends axially outside
the said first cylindrical chamber (2) and that engages in a sliding manner inside the said second chamber (31). The bottom wall (40) of the said
second chamber (31), which faces the said container (23) with the liquid, has a hole (41) through which the said suction tube (18, 21) passes in a
sliding manner, the edge of the said hole (41) engaging with the eternal surface (42) of the said tube (21) and forming a seal with this surface, which
seal is liquid-tight but not tight with regard to the air pressurized inside the said second cylindrical chamber (31) by the extension (30) of the said
piston. The above-described structure makes it possible for the container and the spray pump to be used even in the upturned position, and for the
container for the liquid to be made of plastic with thin walls without the container caving in as a result of an internal drop in pressure. <IMAGE>
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